Super smooth & ultra slim personal GPS tracker

Conveniently fits into valuables, mailing packages or anything you want to track, locally or worldwide. Ideal for workforce tracking.

**Specifications**

- **Platform GSM/WCDMA**: MTK6276
- **Platform GPS**: MTK3337
- **Band**: GSM GSM 850/ GSM900/ DCS1800/ PCS1900 WCDMA 850/900/1900/2100
- **Light Sensor**: Alerts on exposure to light
- **Platform Bluetooth**: TI CC2541 BT4.0
- **Dimension**: 86mm x 54mm x 6.5mm
- **Weight**: About 38g
- **Active Battery Life**: 48 to 72 hours depends on mode of operation and cellular network conditions
- **Standby time**: 144+ hours (Depends on cellular Network)
- **Lithium-ion Battery**: li-ion 750mAh
- **Waterproof**: IP65
- **Operating Temp**: -20 to +60 degrees C

**GPS Specifications**

- **Power Consumption**: acquisition 24mw  Track 17mw
- **GPS Antenna**: 1ds– passive antenna
- **Channels**: 22 tracking 66 acquisition
- **Accuracy**: <5 meters open sky
- **Acquisition Mode**: Hot Start+2 seconds Cold Start ×24 seconds
- **Battery Capacity**: 72 to 168 hours depends on mode of operation
- **Cached memory**: On board capacity for 1000 tracking points
- **Service Storage**: Unlimited tracking points capacity
- **Accelerometer**: Motion Detector

**Bluetooth Specifications**

- **BLUETOOTH**: CC2541 BLE V4.0

**Network and Data Transfer**

- **WCDMA**: Yes
- **USB charger**: 4-points magnetic charger with USB Interface
- **Microphone**: Yes
- **Data Load**: Full tracking mode 35 bytes per minute
- **USSD Load**: Full tracking mode 32 bytes per minute

**Other Functions**

- **Roaming Data**: Yes
- **Roaming voice**: Yes
- **USSD support**: Yes

**Major benefits:**

- Free 1 year service - Included
- Smooth and Slim
- Fits into valuables
- Worldwide coverage
- GEO Fencing
- Speed Monitoring
- Ability to manage multiple devices in 1 account
- USB charging option
- Can be used as a personal identity tag

**Best Suitable for:**

- Wallets
- Mail packages (allowing worldwide tracking with no additional costs)
- Tracking and safety of workforce – service personnel, security, deliveries etc.
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**Trackimo™ Slim - 3G**

**Model № TRKM015-3G**